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â€œChess Games With Conceptual Explanationsâ€• is a book that contains 10 Grand Masterâ€™s

games with explanations and 9 games in the chapter chess psychology to educate players about

the strategies used in chess. After reading this book youâ€™ll be able to:*Understand the principles

of chess openings and opening strategies*Understand strategies like space, weak squares, weak

pawns, pawn lever, tempo etc.*Understand the types of centre*Understand how to play with and

against open centre*Understand how to play with and against closed centre*Understand how to

play with and against static centre*Understand how to play with and against mobile

centre*Understand how to play with and against dynamic centre*Understand the minor pieces

(Bishop vs Knight)*Understand psychological mistakes and solutions*Understand how important it is

to calculate every move*Understand exchange value of pieces*Understand the activity of

pieces*Understand what is weakness and what is not*Understand gaining points alone cannot win

the game*Understand what is the best defending strategy*Understand much more.
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This book includes 10 games of Grand Masters with detailed explanations. While following these

games I learned a lot and found many interesting ideas for my own games. The author has a good

writing style and explained all games very clearly.

I read this book like 3 times already because I still understand it well. Maybe because it is hard to

someone who is not really into this. My son always plays chess and he wanted me to play with him.

Even he already taught me before I still can't play it right. Now, funny thing was I am reading this

book Chess Games With Conceptual Explanations For Intermediate Players: Learn the theories

from GM games. while playing so I know the moves. It's helpful to me because playing chess with

my son is really fun.

Reading this book it seems to me that this is the best opening book to start with chess. This book

provides me with enough theory to get started, few moves with some deviations, innumerable

tactics and endgames successfully. Advanced players must get a lot of value as a reference for

unfamiliar openings they encounter. I would like to mention that this is an essential book for

beginner to intermediate learners

I love playing chess. However, you need a lot of logical thinking to win this game. This book

provides clear strategies to win a game of chess. It also provides some psychological methods to

master this game. I am loving this book right now and I can't wait for my next game of chess.

This book is really good in a very detailed explanations.It is well written and simple to understand.It

has good tips and techniques how to defeat your opponent.We all know that chess is all about ideas

and techniques and brilliant moves and in this book,the author will teach you everything.. Actually i

think playing chess is an art and everyone should know how to play.

Many of us don't bother with chess because of our lack of knowledge about it, and it seems too

much of a bore. I was of the same mind and until recently I had absolutely no interest whatsoever in

this game. I would gladly recommend this book for any player to encourage them to learn this game,

coz this author's clear and brief writing will make it seem like a piece of cake.

It is very informative and a good book about the game of chess. Write a book and easily

understandable. The author explains well certain progress and makes the pictures to them. After



reading this book, my knowledge substantially upgraded. Thanks to the author for his work, for

detailed instructions and inspiration.I recommend this book.

Honestly I am saying that this is an amazing book. And this book is very good for learning chess.

But I think playing chess is an art and everyone must know how to play chess and I think this book

will help you a lot for playing chess. After reading this book I can play chess much better then

before. Many many thanks to author for this kind of book. And i suggest everyone just read this

book and start playing chess.
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